
A systematic design method

Language Garden is a tool to help tracking and improving children’s language development, 
especially for the children who are exposed to more than one language.
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One Saturday morning, I took my daughter out for a walk. There was a little boy, about 2 to 3 
year-old, waving his hand to us and shouting soemthing we didn’t understand. He seemed 
like very eager to communicate with my daughter, but my daughter only felt confused. 

There are so many young children whose first language is not English in our community. 
Some of them are very eager to communicate with other kids, but they don’t know how. 

my personal story



In a larger scope, there is a large population that English is not their first language. 
And there are many ESL imigrants come to United States every year. 

languages in the world



“Because my daughter can’t speak English, she is 
very shy in front of other kids, but I know she 
wants to communicate with others.”

“I let her watch some TV programs about learning 
English. But I found that she is a little addicted to it.”

“Sometimes we invent a little game to teach her 
some English. ”

“When the doctor asks me how many words she 
can speak now, I feels very guilty that I didn’t count 
every new words she can speak.”

“The recommendations are too abstract and so 
hard to follow.”

“When the doctor says she is behind. I felt it is not fair 
for her because she is exposed to two languages.”

“Storytelling has always been a critical part of human communication. And, it has often played some part in designing 

human-computer systems. As the scope of human computer systems continues to increase to new form factors, social con-

texts, and cultures, storytelling techniques are becoming ever more important throughout the design and development pro-

cess.”

—John C Thomas, Ph.D., IBM T. J. Watson Research Center

exsisting story 



COMPARATOR
The doctor compares the child’s learning 
progress with the standard path.

Comparing the child’s learning path

0-6m

Language 
development

7-12m 12-18m 19-24m

SENSOR
Her mom keep on tracking the 
child’s learning progress.

It is very hard to capture all the new 
words the child can speak. Capturing 

just by memory is not accurate enough.

Capturing the child’s learning progress

The child and her mother visit the doctor, 
The doctor asks questions about the 
child’s learning progress, such as how 
many words the child can speak.

Measuring the child’s learning 
progress just by answering the 

doctors’ questions is very 
subjective.

Meet the doctor

GOAL PROBLEM

PROBLEM

PROBLEMSENSOR
The doctor learns the standard 
language development path.

The standard path is not suitable for all the 
children in different circumstances, such as 
how many languages the child is learning. .

Standard Path

0-6m

Language 
development
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Doctor

If the child is fall behind, the doctor tells 
her mom and give some suggestions on 
how to improve her language skill.

Suggestoins by words 
are too abstract.

Learning the suggested course

Is the child keep in track?

Warning and 
Suggesting a course No warning

YesNo

LET’S LEARN...

For the exsisting language development suggestion system, the standard learning path is fixed and can barely be changed. It is not 
suitable for children who are learning more than one langage.

PROBLEMACTUATOR

“Designers need to be able to observe, describe, and understand the context and environment of the design situation...

...a designer is obliged to use whatever approaches provide the best possible understanding of reality...”

— Harold Nelson, Erik Stolterman

exsisting system 
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COMPARATOR

Comparing the child’s learning path

SENSOR

Capturing the child’s learning progress

After analyze the data from a larg group. 
The standard path is modified. 

Nested Standard Path

NEST

GOAL
The nest generate different standard 
learning paths based on the data from 
the group.

Data from a large group

Learning the suggested course

Is the child keep in track?

Warning and 
Suggesting a course No warning

YesNo

LET’S LEARN...

The new system introduced a nest system, in which the standard pathe could be modified and varies  according to different circumstances, such 
as how many languages the child is learning.

ACTUATOR

Cybernetics is applicable when a system being analyzed incorporates a closed signaling loop; that is, where action 

by the system generates some change in its environment and that change is reflected in that system in some manner 

(feedback) that triggers a system change, originally referred to as a "circular causal" relationship. 

— From Wikipedia

The child wears a recorder that can capture new words 
the child speaks. And Mom or other family members 
could see the child’s learning progress.

If the child is fall behind, the system 
will suggest a course to her parents.

The comparator compares the child’s learning prog-
ress and the modified standard learning path.
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Language 
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new system 



The recorder records every new word the child speaks, and the new word becomes 
a “flower” in the language garden.

sensor and app



“A conceptual model can be designed to reflect or reference another (presumably well-known) conceptual model.”  

—Jeff and Austin

“However, analogies and metaphors are limited and inexact”

—Halasz and moran

Gardener

Gardener & flower

Parents & children’s 
language skills

Flowers
environment 
(e.g.weather)Flower Shelf

cultivate follows

influence

language 
environment

influence

Parents
children’s 
language 

development 
structure

cultivate follows

metaphor



She came to United States when she was 18 
years-old, she had her bachelor degree here.
Her husband was born in United States and is 
very fluent in English. She quited her job after she 
gave birth to her daughter. And they are planning 
to have another child now.

Her daughter

AGE
OCCUPATION

STATUS
LOCATION

FIRST LANGUAGE
SECOND LANGUAGE
AGE OF HER CHILD

27
Home Maker
Married
San Francisco
Chinese
English
2 years-old

TECHNOLOGYPERSONALITY

MOTIVATIONS

EXPECTATIONS

FRUSTRATIONS

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuition

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

IT and Internet

Software

Mobile Apps

Social Network

Amy Yue Young Mom

“I feel very struglling about whether speak more English or more Mandarin to her.”

“I felt very sad when she can’t communicate with other kids in English.”

Her husband

Her family Limited freinds whoes children are 
at the same age and are also learning Ma-
radin.

Don’t know a place to get advice for her 
child’s language development

Get child’s language development advises

Know wheather her child is fall behind or not

Know what to do if her child is fall behind

Communicate with other friends who are in the same situations

Let her child communicate with other kids

persona



TASKS

OBJECTS PROPERTIES ACTIONS

See her child’s language development progress

Know wheather her child is fall behind or not

Get child’s language development advises

Know what to do if her child is fall behind

Communicate with other friends who are in the same situations

added/ not added

adopted/ not adopted

added to/ not added to favorites

number of favorites see the favorites

see the standard child’s 

language development 

matches /not matches stan-

dard progress

the number of words the 

child can speak

the number of words the 

child should speak

age

language level

age

language level

add the parents who are in the 

same situationto to friends list

learn from the course and 

teach the child

capturing the child’s language 

development progress

they are the subject of the rest 

of the actions

add to favorties

know whether the child 

is fall behind or not

see/hear child’s learning 

progress

What are the concepts the user 
should have in mind 

What are the functions the app provide

What are the properties the user 
may need to control

What the users will to do 
to the objects

“In most people’s vocabularies, design means veneer. It’s interior decorating. It’s the fabric of the curtains and the sofa. But 
to me, nothing could be further from the meaning of design. Design is the fundamental soul of a man-made creation that 
ends up expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.”

—Steve Jobs, Fortune, January 24, 2000

other parents who are in the 

same situation

standard child’s language devel-

opment progress

other friends shared courses

favorites

number of friends
see the friends and their sug-

gested courses
friends list

suggested courses

child

parents

child’s language develop-

ment progress

user’s conceptual model



“A conceptual model is a high-level description of an application. It enumerates all concepts in the application that users can 
encounter, describes how those concepts relate to each other, and how those concept fit into tasks that users perform with 
the application.”

—Jeff Johnson + Austin Henderson, Conceptual Models: Core to Good Design, 2012

favorites

friends’ list

standard child’s lan-
guage development 
progress

child’s language de-
velopment progress

other friends’ 
shared courses

suggested courses

“fall behind” singnal

other parents (who are 
in the same situations)

child

sensor

objectsUSERS relationships user’s actions
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be taught to by 
parents 

be taught to by parents 
be added to 
by parents 

be added to 
by parents 

no

yes

be added to 
by parents be shared to by parents 

“nest”

communicate withparents

user’s conceptual model



Mandarin

Mandarin

English

English

Tap

Tap

Tap Tap

Tap

Tap

Tap

English

1 year old

1 year old

1 year old

1 year old

I tried it. Really fun.

I tried it. Really fun.

I tried it. Really fun. I tried it. Really fun.

She had a 
new progress.

She had a 
new progress.

1 year old

This is so cute!

This is so cute! This is so cute!

Oh, my little sweet heart~

Oh, my little sweet heart~ Oh, my little sweet heart~

Thanks~

Thanks~ Thanks~

2 years old

2 years old

Age

Elizabeth 
Sarah 1 year 8 months

1 year 8 months  

Number of words

Better learn more English.
Here is a suggested course for her

Tap

9 Madarin Words

4 English Words

End

Bear Trim Delete Share

Share

wireframes

Start



Mandarin

Mandarin Mandarin

Mandarin MandarinMandarin

Mandarin

Mandarin Mandarin

English

English English

English EnglishEnglish

English

English English

Long Tap

Type and 
tap done

Release 
long tap

Get a recording from the wearable

Type Tap

Tap

Tap

2 years old

2 years old 2 years old

2 years old 2 years old

2 years old

2 years old 2 years old

Start

End

POIUYTREWQ

LKJHGFDSA

MNBVCXZ

space return123

POIUYTREWQ

LKJHGFDSA

MNBVCXZ

space return123

Moo Moon

Tap

1.1 s

Done DoneWhat does it mean?
Trim

Delete

What does it mean?
Trim

Delete
What does it mean? Done

POIUYTREWQ

LKJHGFDSA

MNBVCXZ

space return123

wireframes



visual design



interfaces

Parents can tap on these “flowers” and 
hear the chil’d voice. It makes the app 
emotionally connected with users.

If one of these two languages falls 
behind. The leaf will become yellow.

When the user tap the yellow leaf, it 
will give the user a suggested course.

It also shows standard pathes, which 
are generated by the “nest” in the 
system described before.

It is very important for children to 
practice with other children, so I built 
up this community to let parents make 
friends who are in the same situation.

And parents can save the courses they 
like and teach their children later.



The child’s wearable will record the new words the 
child speaks.

The mom can edit the meaning or wirte some 
memos of it and share the recording to other 
family members.

The wearable will blink when both of them speaks 
a mutual minor language.

So children can practise the language. Both the 
child and parent can make new friends.

And share with their friends whose children are 
also in the same situation.

Parents can create their own courses. 

future story
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